WHY ARE YOU BREWING

WHEN YOU COULD BE

BLOOMING
PREMIUM INGREDIENTS
NO IMPURE TEA BAGS
NO ARTIFICIAL COLORS
OR FLAVORS

During our world travels, we came across an extraordinary tea that blooms
into a complete sensory experience, leaving us relaxed and uplifted. We knew
we had to share this magical tea experience with everyone. Flower Pot Tea
Company was born, bringing you teas and tisanes to delight all of your senses.
We use only the most pristine teas, botanicals and blossoms and we skip t he
impurities found in tea bags and other artificial ingredients so you can enjoy
our products in their purest form.
Begin blooming with Flower Pot Tea Company and experience tea that comes
to life in your cup, unfurling elegant color and flavor before your very eyes,
or share with someone special as an extraordinary gift.

ASK ABOUT OUR WHOLESALE & FOOD SERVICE PARTNER PRICING
Start blooming today and contact our sales team to learn more or place your order.

Delicious teas, delightful flowers and
refreshing flavors carefully infused
together for a unique experience
that blossoms in your cup.
BLOOMING BOUQUET COLLECTION

Like a field of fragrant wildflowers, the Blooming
Bouquet Collection presents a variety of blooming
teas to infuse your cup with flavor. This tin includes
six blooming tea favorites, two blooms of each:
REGAL JASMINE

LUSH LAVENDER

POWERFUL
POMEGRANATE

BRILLIANT BERRY

SUNKISSED PEACH

COCONUT ESCAPE

12 TEA BLOOMS
6 Flavors • 2 Blooms
3 Infusions Each

FLORAL TISANES
Simply dried flowers, plucked and
preserved at their most beautiful
moment to bring each blossom’s
elegant aroma to your tea cup.

REGAL JASMINE

LUSH LAVENDER

4 TEA BLOOMS
3 Infusions Each

4 TEA BLOOMS
3 Infusions Each

Our Regal Jasmine Tea blushes with calming aromas,
rounded out by herbaceous notes of white tea and
delicate sweet nectar.

POWERFUL POMEGRANATE

Our Lush Lavender Tea relieves tension and relaxes
with soothing aromas to cleanse the mind and the
well-rounded earthiness of refreshing white tea.

BRILLIANT BERRY

Our Powerful Pomegranate Tea shines with tart
juiciness, finishing with delicate notes of white tea
and a subtle floral sweetness.

Our Brilliant Berry Tea pops with intense flavor,
finishing with earthy tones of white tea and
a delicate floral bouquet.

4 TEA BLOOMS
3 Infusions Each

4 TEA BLOOMS
3 Infusions Each

SUNKISSED PEACH

COCONUT ESCAPE

Our Sunkissed Peach Tea is brimming with juicy
nectar grounded by mellow notes of white tea
and elegant floral sweetness.

Our Coconut Escape Tea glows with exotic
nuttiness, balanced by herbal notes of white tea
and mellow floral nectar.

4 TEA BLOOMS
3 Infusions Each

4 TEA BLOOMS
3 Infusions Each

BRIGHT CHRYSANTHEMUM

TEAPOT

Our Bright Chrysanthemum Tisane unfurls elegant
honey flavors, popping with a burst of sunshine
brilliance in your cup.
25 SERVINGS
3 Infusions Each

Our beautiful, transparent glass
teapot is the perfect way to watch
your tea bloom from every angle.
ELEGANT GLASS TEAPOT (800ML)

ENLIGHTENING LOTUS

RENEWING ROSEBUD

Our Renewing Rosebud Tisane captures elegant
rose flavor with sweet and tart notes that evolve
to a well-rounded floral finish.

Our Elegant Glass Teapot is crafted from premium,
heat resistant glass and designed to show the best
view of your blooming tea. Includes a removable
stainless steel wire filter to keep stray petals
from making their way into your cup.

8 - 10 BLOOMS
2 Infusions Each

25 SERVINGS
3 Infusions Each

1 GLASS TEAPOT
with Wire Filter

Our Enlightening Lotus Tisane blossoms with
a unique, golden honey aroma that evolves with
a subtle herbaceous finish.

START BLOOMING AT FLOWERPOTTEA.COM
PO Box 237, New Rochelle, NY 10804 • (914) 233-5203 • customersupport@flowerpottea.com
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